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Chaptex' 2 unsupervised classifi.catian method applied to rice-
^'
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PROCESSED BY '	 ^	 , ,	 ^•




^! 4 study of the Camargue rice f^.eld responses from Landsat
'``,i; imagery is made, taking in^-n account the ecological and agricultural
^.:
^^ conditions o£ the zone,
j}^
^i
{; Th? large dispersion oi' the rice—fields responses"
	 in comparison




classification. using the linear classifier.
t,
i^^:































T - Aescription of rice parcels in the Camargue `;
The arrangement of rice fields in the Caxaaxque (southern
France} depends on tha ecological and agricultural canditibn.s of the
y^(
zone ,
^' Areas of rice cultivation consist of adjacent parcels whose
' i
I




The parcels are leveled so that the depth of the water can
;'
'.^ be controlled to within one centimenter. ^'rior to levelling, a topogra- ^'
j^ ^^hical study of the terrain is made. The parcels are delineated in such 9.
;0
away	 to minimize the volume of earth to be removed and to reduce
1f
the harmful effect of soil rasping. This implies that the parcels be





Furthermore, since the prevailing; wind, the Mistral, which
^^ causes damage particularly during the first months of vegetation, blows
^^	
_
r Noxth-South, the fields a:re narrow and orientated Fast-West in order to.
S'
rcdu:.e the action of the rrind. ^	 ^
;a
Given these restrictions, most of the fields have a small
<:
•f




?' Figure 1 shows a vieca of the Camargue rice f^:elds taken on
_
June 20 1975 by Daedalus multispectral Scanner at 7000 m (near Infrared
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V^_ew of the Caxaargve rice fields
•- ^
	 Scale- : 1/x.00.000	 e;,	 ..
I_
sr
The fields are separated iip di^L-.roadswhich must permit
transpoxtatiop
. operations {sowing, chemical treatments, harvest..r)
	 I
which often .take place when the fields have been. (.loaded. These xoads












After f7.oading, the ^Cields loalc line a mosaic of rectangu^.ar
,^	 surf aces of about 1 to 3 hectares, with the water level at about 10 cm.
.
	
	 During sowing, - the layer of water serves as a temperature
control for the shoots. Thus the incessant motion of the mater helps to
cau^pensate far variation s in alr temperature r
j	 Frott^ A^.gust to September, fhe movement of tkie water' ,(emp:#ying
_;	 and refilling) depends on evaporation, losses -through drainage - and the..
'^	 water need of the plants. 	 .
,,!
=E	 Therefoze, irrigation condition differs f r^^m a parcel to another.1`
,^
:.^
`^	 ^'urthermare, during the vegetative-stage of rice, the coverage of
=k
the vegetation an parcels at a given time varies from parcel to parcel,
f!	 .
depending on the variety planted.
_.1	
IT - Study. of the response of reference rice-fields
^}	 The referencQ rice fie^.ds located within a block of parcels
Par
by means of ground observations and aerial photography are selected from
.	 Landsat 2 recordings.
.^
{
each pixel on Landsat image either coincides with one parcel
or straddle s two.	 '
,ii
o
'`	 The homogeneity of the rice class'is.:studied by means of the;^
^'^	 histograms of the responses of the sea-ected samples.
I
;.^
A zone is defined as homogenous when the gradient at all points
;'=€	 in the zone is zero or below a threshold determined' by the measurement
,^
noise,
''	 The gradient can be calculated following $directions. This













with ^ a ^ noise threshold
U31	 U32	 ^33^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^ ^=
-4














i.s else the concept of the homogeneity of the ground object class. The
'E latter concept is related to problems of resolution. ;;
-,
?` With l.^ANDSA^' resolution (SO m x 80 m) such agricultural terrain ``
^'
w; as vineyards or orchards (with a structure of alternating vines and soil
f
`._,^ ox trees aid sail) appears as stable composite and the samples taken
j
3]
^ within this tape of terrain have homogenous responses. ^<
f.	 ,^ :^^
if However, far rice-»fields in the Camargue, which consist of
small parcels with differing states, differences in irrigation conditions ^	 ^
E










Figure 2 gives 2 examples of histograms £or 2 of the most
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	 vineyards , ^
'^
^,
Histograms of rice--field 'and vineyard samples. ^^














The fastest method far mappirxg of rice fields from data e[




vcge^ative stage cansa.sts of density slicing of the M857 image. '
^! ^^^i
^^



















In the figure 3,	 three classes of ob,^ects are studie d by a
I	 ,`
^

















average variances in responses 
' and the correlation coefficients





















Por the calculations, xadiometric value is coded Yaith $bits (from ota 255)
'	 ^
T^Tfter studying the diagram, cre can. malce following remarlcs ^''	 ^"
i
-The pro^ectioLa. of the xics-field class (l) on MSS5 axis trill
r^
''	 j
- be merged with that of the vineyard class (2).; same density
a








.	 and class 3 (cereal)
	
existence of several ixrigated cereal
fields.
k
This density slicing applied on MSS7 image will give rice . field.
close iui.^xed ;a^.th cereal ^cl:ass..
	 '
`	 Qn the other hand, we can see that the plotted points which
,^
correspond to pails of measurements x i , yi in MSSS, MSS'7 bands lie along `•	 '
an axis. I'ox each class, the slope of the axis depends on 	 the correlation
^ '. 	 4
.
k between x i , yi . If the characteristics Caere completely independent of one ^
^^ another	 the tuean value of their	 rodc.ct would be 0	 and the axes would^	 P	 ^ ^^
_




Tn' this example for class "2" and class "3", the MSS7 responses




coefficient, which is s
^:
^: ^ x.^  yi
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^ I'igure 3
`:	 _ $ispect^al diagram o^ the responses o^ samplestMSSS and MSS7 bands)












7.'he slope of the axis can be calculated, if we assume that the cloud-formeel
by plotted sar, ►ple points of every class is an ellipse, by 	 '^
--2r.Gx.6ytg 26 ^
.	 d^`x2 ,. ^y2
with A	 angle between x axis and the ellipse great axis.
5i,n.ce r is close to 0, either 9 mill be very small, or else '
G x is nearly equal to ry. ^
In this case, whereG^x	 ^ G y for the 2 classes, the possible
^:;	 _
conclusion is that 8 is very small, and the axes of class "2" and 1
class "3" clouds nearly coincide caith the x axis.
Dn the other hand, when we compare the slopes of the aces of
class "l" and class "2", as
G x^ ^-'^x 2 and.
^.	 ^ Y1 > ^Y2 ^ {dispersi.an of rice-field responses in MSS7 band
since r l
 ?	 r2 ^
tg2a 1 > tg2ez
	
^ ;'
The slope of the rice field class axis is greatetP tha^^a that
`_
of the vineyard class.
Then, the frastest method of classX^.ication consist to choose
a linear classifier in PiSS^ _	 MSS7 plane. The equation of the line can be °:,
easily determined on the diagram.
Y	 The plane is then separated into 2 regions 	 region of the
ricefield class and the region of other classes. tie must however to ascertain
that the region l does oat include other classes (water bodies...).
t^
The calculations and notations are ^:rom = An ]Introduction to rlathematical
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^,	 ,	 '
t I
.:^ -On. other example of the application a^ the method is shown ;`
^;
_^^
in the fa.gure 4,^ where the plot of the bitempara.l data permit to separate. +^	 .	 ,
^
_









^ Figure 5 abates the result of classification using lineal; clan- ,;^s
,..
sifier fratri the scene of July 6 1975. For t$0 x 180 pixels (lS Icm x lS Icm) r ^	 ^	 ;
1 this method gives ^-5 % area occup^.ec[ by the ricefa.eld.
^f
.
The calculation tuna is 0.07 sec.	 CDC 7600.
Figure 6 shows the xesutts of classification method using
I^uclidian. distance, On the same surface, the xesutts give G^1,3 % ricefields,
20 7 vineyards, 29 % araat and corn. The cal.ulation time,i.s 1,5 sic
cDC 7600.
,For both results, the refexence ricefields which axe-	 Clos dos
Sautes, Mas des Aubepines, Mas d^Adrien, Mas de Vert are well defined.
Tn figo.re 7 the outline o£ a xiaefield, the Clas des Sautes,
obtained by processing of T^A,NDSAT imagery i s compared wi^:h a ground survey
zap. The overall area of the field is .found on the ^4NDSAT results, but in _^
_
fact the roads and dikes within a block of parcels occupy a non. productive
-	 i
area of from l5 to 20 %, according to investigations made on the 3 parcels :
lea Pebriexes, le. Clos des Sautes and le Mas de Vert.
On, the result- of classification in figure G, a smoothing ,	 '
ik techn,i ue is a	 lied. For ever	 ixel to be classified	 the 8 surroundinq	 PP	 y P	 a	 g ^•1.
`^^ pixels are considered. The smoothing technirue takes into account the distance a







This smoothing technique ^crhich gives good results in large homage-
^
^^ noes zones is considered unsuitaUle for rice fields in the Camargue for '^
^^ identification of blacks of parcels . The figure - 8 shaves a degxadation in the
^^ ''
'I
Ggntaux,- of the small area rice fields	 this i.s indeed the case of the
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D^.agxam o^ dai:a: frol¢ MSS7 band ^.la 2 dales	 Maxch 1:973 and I^a.y .1973..
G1.ass 1. : Meadow and. cereal, 2 : vineyard,. 3	 Rhone, .4	 petx^: Rhone,
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,..




















classfica^x.on, meL-hod is described.. and especially. one ini^:iali .sata.on . of ^
.the process cahich is ca,^ried out in such a^•ray. to reduce the . processing tifne ^
and the memory needed, is e^^plained.
	 _ ,	 . ^, .^
_.	 the applicai:inn of the method for xiaefield mapping from LA^ +1llSAT data is ^^	 ^































































































,. The evo3.ving of superv^scd methods ^.s based: on :the existenr:e,and
FI the px^a^^x'ti.es of prototype elements wh^.ch carrespand i:o ground o]ajec^s, ,^
dete^t^.ned by ground invesbga^ans.f`	 .
,; ;
!`7q





`^ '^.7.5:	 ^C'.Cl'lI1.x.C^tI^	 E^VOZ.VBC^
	







^.ng	 ^^Nueestechnique_ called	 ^ynautiques!' (Dynatn^.c C1.usters) by this au^h^r^
^{
^^ T;	 DTUAY (l) .	 _
{.





G^.van a metric s^?ace {^,d) :and :a set 1c ^ ^(E:^	 called the set ^	 ^














each set Ec has a center of gravity Gc and for each Vic,. a cluster. made
^	 ;
f'













n	 `C.'	 ^ ^. ^ e.
	 j ^.^h^
	 NC ^ m.e
	
'V' ^^ C^ NC
	





^{ ^ ^	 ^
'! The center of .gravity of Nc cluster is then calculated .^ Gc anal anothet `:r
i ^;, set of cen^le K^ is defined, The. elements of tahich are the nearest elemenbs
_	 ^':





A neW partition of E into subset ^ ^^ -center G^- is then constructed t
1 c	 ^ c













The dynamics cluster method cansists then to fterate the process,
i.e. to build new centers Gc, GG, G^..., G^ and to stop at the iteration i
if G 1 _ Gi+1 ^c.c	 c
e,
~	 The method is justifies by the fact that the passage from Gc to G^,
^.
- G^,	 ... reduces the infra-c ].asses variance of Vic.
{,:.
I.2. Convergence of the process
If the cluster E is finite, there is then a finite number of partiticns
. of E. Ta each gartition corresponds a total internal variance that decreases
strictly after every iteration.
The variance will reach a minimum after a certain nun ►ber o£ iterations.
Further,
	 successive iterations modify only boundary points, i.e. the when the
distances from these points to 2 distinct centers are equal.
Remark 1	 Instead of the center of gravity G	 of No set an elementc
of Nc set can be taken. The creation of any artificia]. non convexe class is '?^
then avoided.
Remark 2	 1v. DIDAY advises to use aii the points of the N u set to
^'Ibuild tlzc neh partition E c . That allows
. L- a reduce the effect of the marginal elements.
. to apply various metrix, for example the Mahalanobis metrix which
•	 cannot be used when the No set is reduced to ane point. r-.
to avoid the clustering of the 2 paints far from each ether but ;,
linked by a line of points. '^
. to use the totality of the samples if the mntitod is used in supervised
manner.
I.3.	 Initi.ali.sation of the process
_	 T'he deL-ermir^ation of the set of centers, k, can be made 	 ;
-- either in studying the results from a correspondence analysis and
that needs a supplementary treatment.













To avoid these 2 inconvenients, the technique carried out by the
C.E.S.R. is the following	 ..
The area under study is subdivised into sub-areas Z l , Z2,.... Zn,
each of which is a square of bo x GO pixels.
The process is applied first to the zone Zl. The initial set of
centers is chosen randomly and the iteration number is limited to 5. 	
r
If after 5 iterations, the convergence of the process is not obtained,
i.t is decided that them was had initialisation, then an other random
.^
choice of initial centers is wade and the process starts again.
When the convergence on Zi is obtained, sone Zit1 is then studied
with the last calculated set of centers of Zi as initial, centers. As
there is close neighbourhood between 'Li and zi+l with best chance of
fitting and the convergence is reached practically after one iteration.
]CI - APPLICATION TO AGP.ICULTUIiAL P'IAPPIPdG IN CArlARGUIi
The test-si.te is an area of 18fl x 180^p.ixels (about 15 km x 15 km)
in the region surrounding Arles (figure 1), where the ground truths are
well known by ground investigations. Tlie results from unsupervised class-
ification can be then compared with that obtained by supervised method.
Thu example shown in the following concerns mult-itemporal Landsat
data. The kiSSS and MS57, bands from the two scenes of March 21 1973 and
May 1^+ 1973 are used.
II.1. Ground truths
7'he main classes existing in the area are :
-^ The Ahane














Locatfon of the test--site
.^.	 ^
At the date of March 21, the rice-fields ware ploughed, wet parcels,
the vineyards were at the beginning of the vegetative state and the fields
of cereals as well as meadotas, formed a green carpet. H^r^aever, other fields
could look like ricefields (ploughed corn fields).
•
At may 14, ricefields are flooded, except some fields where the flood-
ing operation was done on May 15.
II.2. Application of the unsupervised method
The area under study consists of 60 x GO pixels subareas.
Z 11 1 1.2 Z13
G21 Z 22 Z23
Z31 '^32 Z33
The process is starded on Z 11 , where b initial centers
are picked randomly. To the 3600 points of 7. 11 are applied
the clustering algorithm with a chosen metrix.
The metrix used iu this example is the euclidean distance.
j^Tlten the tonvergence is obtained in Z 11 , the results of the classifica-
tion for b0 x 60 points of Z 11 is preserved for display, and the last
•	 computed centers G^ are then conserved to be taken ad initial centers for Z12'
In the case of hANDSAT imagery, each sub-area corresponds to a zone of
about 4,8 km x 4,8 km. Thus, beographically, -two contiguous subareas are in
most case included in a same "ecologic region". This u;eans that the same
types of vegetation, of land-use exist very probaUiy in two contiguous sub-
areas.
Practically, one or two i.teratioii is necessary for computing Z 12 with
the last centers of Z 11 as initial centers. It can occur that "landscape"
changes suddenly -when the sub-area is on the boundary of 2 "ecologic regions"-





The contiguity notion can be applied in both directions line and
•	 s
co:l^umn (geographically North South or East-West) . ii,us, for Z 21 , the
initial centers came from Z11'
•
	
	 1;igure (2) shows the results of unsupervised classification obtained
by display on Comtal device of the 9 subareas. The six classes, represented
by G colours, are interpreted as follows
r
Class 1 dark blue
2	 : pink









petit Rha^e and/or Arles ?
II.3. Comparison of supervised/unsupervised classification results
This map is compared then with that obtained by a supervised method
using the same distance ()uclidean).
On figure (3), the following Masses are taken into account, after
a study of reference samples :
'	 - Class 1 : dark blue
2 : pink
3 : light blue








meadow and loca cereals
Arles
unclassified points
The computed map obtained by supervised method is studied and compared
with ground truths.
	 ^
Classes 1, 3, 4, 5 are in good concordance with the sround truths,
especially rir.e-fields whic}i are delimited. Class 2 (petit Rhone) is partly
mixed with class (Rhone) and class G does not represent the urban area (Arles)
as expected.
`J	 '•
• • . / . . .
's
^ _ ^ ..
The comparison of the 2 computed maps ledd then to the following
remarks concerning unsupervised computed map (fig 3).
- the ricef fields are well placed but their contours are not we 11
deliu^ited, especially in l:he North West side of the test-site.
The edges of the Rhone are partly computed as rice-fields.
- Meadows and cereals have like ley the same delimitation in the 2 maps.
- The vineyard class does not correspond to the totality of the vine-
yards in the areas and class 3 is not identified, it should corres-
pond to an intermediate radioiuetric responses cluster between vine-
yards and meadows and cereals.
- The urban arca, in both maps, cannot be isolated.
II.4. Processing time problem
The processing time, on the base of CP time CDC 7000, is 0,9 sec for
the 180 x 180 pixels test-site eTith supervised method using Euclidean distance.
For unsupervised method, the processing time, oThicli depends on 	 the
applied metrix, on the number of elements of every nucleus -and on the number of
iteration, is evaluated in this particular case as follows
For nucleii of 10 elements, the processing time for one iteration is
0,25 sec CDC 7600 for the first subarea -the iuetrix used is the Euclidean one.
The processing time for 9 x 60 x 60 pixels is approximately
0,25 x 5 + 0,25 x 2 x 8 ^ 5,25 sec
Z 11	 7, i^
5 iterations	 2 iterations (average number)
- -ahen Maha].anobis or a 2 metrix is used, the processing time is to
multiply by 5,1'4.
iL
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1!'igure 2








Computed map obtained by supervised method.
^_ ^
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